
“ROBOWARS 1” 

Held on March 31, 2010 

REPORT 

For the first time in ITM UNIVERSITY, world renowned event called „ROBOWARS‟ was 

organized, this „CEREBRATION‟ by the team „VENOMBOTS‟ that turned out to be a huge 

success. It was a big crowd catcher, a platform for students to show their technical skills and 

desire to enter the world of „ROBOTICS‟. 

The event was held at college sports ground in an arena specially fabricated for „ROBOWARS‟. 

We witnessed many exceptionally sound ROBOTS and equally innovative students, who were 

being continuously applauded by the huge crowd and the faculty members, invited especially for 

the event. Unlike other events that lost their charm soon after they started, the ROBOWARS had 

tremendous crowd support for the entire stretch of four hours (1pm-5pm). Of course, who won‟t 

like the sweet sound of metal battle? 

The details of the teams, robots, arena, and the arrangements done for it are described below 

 

Number of Teams Participated: 

There were in total ten teams registered for the events. 

Ten teams, forty seven students, at least fifteen faculty members present all the time, more than 

hundred and fifty people, ROBOWARS turned out to be fully fledged, action pack, fun and 

entertainment package for all. 

 

Arrangements Done By the Organisers (Team Venombots): 

Preparations for this particular event started almost a month ago. With a vision of leaving a huge 

impression this CEREBRATION, team VENOMBOTS was founded. 

The arrangements included: 

 Planning of the event 

 Conducting seminars and workshops (total three in number) 

 Assisting teams as and when required 

 Purchasing the raw material and fabrication of the arena 

 Publicity if the event 



 Invitation to the departments 

 

Efforts Done By the Participants: 

Making a machine successfully, big or small, needs planning, desire, hard work combined with 

the knowledge. The students had to manage their time in accordance with the classes to design 

and fabricate their robots within two weeks. 

 

Cash Prize Awarded: 

WINNER- Rs.5000/- 

RUNNER UP- Rs.3000/- 

INNOVATION- Rs.2000/- 

Keeping in mind the month long efforts of the organizers and the participating teams, and the 

expenditure involved, we awarded the above mentioned cash prizes. 

 

Vote Of Thanks: 

We thank Mr. Ashwani Sharma for all his advice and support. 

We are also grateful to our wise judges Mr. Surya Prakash and Mr. Pradeep Rohilla. 

We are thankful to Ms.Jyotsna for her unending cooperation. 

 

 


